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The springtail cuticle as a blueprint for
omniphobic surfaces
Rene´ Hensel,a Christoph Neinhuisbc and Carsten Werner*cd
Omniphobic surfaces found in nature have great potential for enabling novel and emerging products
and technologies to facilitate the daily life of human societies. One example is the water and even oil-
repellent cuticle of springtails (Collembola). The wingless arthropods evolved a highly textured,
hierarchically arranged surface pattern that aﬀords mechanical robustness and wetting resistance even
at elevated hydrostatic pressures. Springtail cuticle-derived surfaces therefore promise to overcome
limitations of lotus-inspired surfaces (low durability, insuﬃcient repellence of low surface tension
liquids). In this review, we report on the liquid-repellent natural surfaces of arthropods living in aqueous
or temporarily flooded habitats including water-walking insects or water spiders. In particular, we focus
on springtails presenting an overview on the cuticular morphology and chemistry and their biological
relevance. Based on the obtained liquid repellence of a variety of liquids with remarkable eﬃciency, the
review provides general design criteria for robust omniphobic surfaces. In particular, the resistance
against complete wetting and the mechanical stability strongly both depend on the topographical
features of the nano- and micropatterned surface. The current understanding of the underlying
principles and approaches to their technological implementation are summarized and discussed.
1. Introduction
Hierarchically-assembled natural surfaces can be the origin of
exciting and unique physical eﬀects such as liquid-repellence,
self-cleaning, drag reduction in hydrodynamic flow, anti-icing,
energy conversion and conservation, high, low or reversible
adhesion, non-fouling, structural coloration and so on.1–7 These
surfaces typically represent the interface between an organism
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and its environment where various physical, chemical, and
biological reactions and processes take place.8–11 As a consequence,
natural surfaces often have to fulfill several functions, which are
achieved by complex morphologies and chemical compositions as a
result of adaption and optimization by evolutionary processes.12–15
Mimicking natural surfaces is an appropriate strategy to trans-
late (at least one) characteristic physical effect into synthetic
materials, which would offer exciting opportunities for emerging
applications.16–21
Probably, one of the famous examples of nature-inspired
concepts is the water-repellent cuticular surface of the sacred
lotus, which exhibits self-cleaning properties known nowadays
as the Lotus-Eﬀect (Fig. 1A–D). The effect is based on rough
hydrophobic waxes covering the leaf that reduce the contact
area as well as the adhesion of dust particles and water
droplets. As a result, rolling water droplets easily capture dust
particles from the surface due to their higher attraction to the
liquid than to the solid.22,23 Such repellent and self-cleaning
surfaces can be useful in numerous technological processes and
products, especially by reducing expensive cleaning procedures
or lengthening cleaning intervals. In the 1970s, Barthlott dis-
covered this characteristic behavior while he was exploring the
nano- and microscopic surface features of plants, particularly,
the epicuticular wax crystals.24,25 In nature, the self-cleaning
phenomenon is necessary for sufficient photosynthesis and
relates to a defense mechanism against potentially dangerous
pathogens such as bacteria and fungi.5,21,26
In addition to the self-cleaning capabilities, water-repelling
surfaces in nature can further facilitate walking on water by
trapping air inside bunches of micro-setae that cover the legs of
semi-aquatic arthropods such as water striders (Fig. 1E–H).27,28
Feng et al. reported that the maximal buoyant force exerted by
the water strider is 60 times higher than its body weight.29 The
entrapped air pockets between the legs and the water surface
afford the ability to float and reduce the drag; however, it
counteracts the propulsion ability.30 Hu et al. revealed that
water striders move by rowing using the legs as paddles and the
menisci as blades, whereas the momentum is transferred
through subsurface vortices.31,32 Furthermore, the anisotropic
wetting behavior of the inclined setae pointing towards the leg
tips enhances the propulsion force.33
The ability to trap air by water-repellent surfaces allows
several aquatic and semi-aquatic arthropods to respire under
water upon complete immersion, as known from the fisher
spider Dolomedes triton or the backswimmer Notonecta. The
trapped air reservoir acts as a gill under water and is referred to
as a plastron.34 The gas transfer rate by diﬀusion is much
higher in air than in water. Therefore, most of the arthropods
living in aqueous habitats or temporarily flooded environments
exhibit water-repelling openings of their tracheal networks.35–37
For aquatic plants, the trapped air provides a higher metabolic
rate by photosynthesis again due to the better diffusion of CO2
in air than in water.38 An even more striking example of
trapping air under water is the aquatic fisher spider Argyroneta
aquatica.39,40 The spider lives its entire life under water but
needs air to breathe. To survive under water, the spider
permanently collects air from the water surface and feeds its
diving bell that is immobilized between aquatic plants and a
dome-shaped web. To collect the air, the rear part of the spider
is covered by a mat of non-wetting hairs that help to trap and
carry air bubbles into the water and down to the diving bell
(Fig. 1I–K).
Before translating such a phenomenon into engineered
surfaces, the fundamental physicochemical principles behind
such phenomena have to be understood, i.e., the common
pathway in biomimetics.41 As an example, the surfacemorphology
and chemistry of the lotus leaf was intensively studied over the
past two decades and inspired engineers to manufacture water-
repellent surfaces with a broad scope of applications.19,42–44 It was
found that both the surface chemistry and the morphology, in
particular, the hierarchical structure of the surface are crucial for
water repellence.45,46 Nevertheless, an abstraction into simplified,
non-hierarchical structures such as needle-like nanostructures
or microscopic bulb or pillar structures in combination with low-
surface-energy coatings such fluoropolymers or hydrocarbons
also addresses a water-repellent characteristic in a preliminary
manner as depicted in Fig. 2.10,47 Non-hierarchical structures are
in turn easier to fabricate than sophisticated hierarchical struc-
tures using common micromanufacturing processes such as
lithography, etching, deposition, sol–gel or replication techni-
ques.16,47,48 However, the abstraction into needle or pillar
structures entails a serious list of drawbacks:
1. The repellence is often restricted to aqueous media and
fails for liquids with lower surface tensions such as oils or water
containing surfactants.49
2. The energetic barrier against complete wetting, i.e., the
loss of repellence, of the surface is often even less than the
kinetic energy of falling rain droplets and, thus, the structures
are neither applicable for outdoor coatings nor suitable for
large immersion depths.50,51
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3. The inherent fragility of the tiny surface features limits
the resistance to shear-loads, e.g., by scratching.22,52,53
So far, these points represent the main limitations that
significantly impede a broad range of applications.54 Several
experimental and theoretical studies induced concepts on
how to design the surface features to improve certain of these
aspects.55–60 However, finding the best surface topography is a
great challenge, particularly due to the inability to simulta-
neously maximize all the necessities. Thus, optimization
procedures are required that help to find the best design
under the consideration of boundary conditions.61–65
The situation becomes even more complex when further
requirements such as high slip length to reduce the drag in
under water flow,66 optical properties such as transparency or
anti-reflectivity,67,68 directed wetting for droplet driven trans-
port,69 freezing delay for anti-icing surfaces70 or switchability
between wetting and non-wetting states71,72 have to be
fulfilled.
In this review, we focus on the progress of robust, non-
wetting surfaces inspired by the cuticle of springtails (Collembola).
The cuticle of these small, soil-dwelling animals exhibits water
and even oil-repellent wetting characteristics in combination
with a certain robustness to resist abrasion of soil particles and
to survive impacting droplets of rain showers. This results from
an evolutionary adaptation to maintain cutaneous respiration
in temporarily flooded soil habitats. Taking these characteris-
tics together, the collembolan cuticle addresses the list of
drawbacks mentioned above and may help to overcome these
Fig. 1 Examples of water-repelling natural surfaces. (A–D) Superhydrophobic lotus leaves (Nelumbo nucifera) exhibiting waxy, epicuticular hierarchical
structures with self-cleaning properties. (E–G) Water strider (Gerris) leg featured with micro-setae providing locomotion on water surfaces.
(H) Rowing by the fisher spider (Dolomedes). (I and J) Diving bell of the water spider (Argyroneta aquatica) that exhibits a hairy non-wetting mat on
the abdomen. (A) reproduced from Cheng et al.;73 (B–D) reprinted from Koch et al.21 and (E–G) from Bush et al.,28 with permission from Elsevier;
(H) reproduced from Hu and Bush,32 with permission from Cambridge University Press; (I) reproduced from Seymour and Hetz,40 with permission from
The Company of Biologists; (J and K) reproduced from Kang et al.74 under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0. Full terms at http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/3.0.
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of four diﬀerent non-wettable surfaces. The contact area between the droplet (blue) and the surface (gray) is reduced by
surface roughness (nano- and microstructure as well as the hierarchical structure) in comparison to the flat surface. All displayed rough surfaces are
principally able to repel droplets. Adapted from Bhushan and Jung,47 with permission from Elsevier.
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limitations and to pave the way for novel promising surface
modification strategies.
2. Wetting on solid surfaces
The wetting of solid surfaces is an important characteristic
that needs to be understood and controlled, in particular, in
technological processes andmany areas of fundamental research.75
As an example, one can consider an aqueous droplet originating
from rain or fog: upon contact the droplet may spread out over
the entire surface or may be completely repelled. Furthermore,
the droplet may slide along a certain direction across the
surface or may stick to a certain region of the surface. The physico-
chemical origin of the individual behaviors relies on the interaction
of the aqueous phase, the solid (often roughened) surface, and the
surrounding media. The capillarity and wetting phenomena of
such a three phase system were first reported by Young,76
Laplace,77 and Poisson78 in the early nineteenth century.
Young, for example, qualitatively described the wetting contact
angle related to the interfacial energies involved in the three-
phase system, which was later proven by Gibbs79 under thermo-
dynamic considerations. The contact angle, which is the most
widely used parameter to characterize the wetting characteristics
of solid surfaces, is defined as the angle between the tangents
of the liquid–vapor and the liquid–solid interface that intersect
at the three-phase contact line. On ideal, smooth, inert surfaces
the intrinsic contact angle, yY, can be described by Young’s
equation:
cos yY ¼ gsv  gsl
g
; (1)
where gsv, gsl, and g are the interfacial energies between the
solid–vapor, the solid–liquid, and the liquid–vapor phase
boundary, respectively. By convention, there exist a transition
at yY = 901 from wetting (yY o 901) to non-wetting (yY 4 901)
surfaces that drastically influences the behavior of a liquid. For
example, capillary rise for yY o 901 or capillary depression for
yY4 901 in geometrical confinements such as pores or capillary
tubes can be observed. Likewise the macroscopic, apparent
contact angle, which is determined by inspection of the whole
droplet using contact angle goniometry, often varies from the
intrinsic one on a rough surface. This was first considered by
Wenzel in 1936,80 who evolved a geometrical model based on the
roughness factor, r, the ratio between the actual surface area and
the projected surface area of a rough solid surface. In his model,
the liquid completely wets the whole surface that is referred to as
homogeneous wetting or Wenzel state. The Wenzel contact
angle, yW, can be calculated as follows:80
cos yW = r cos yY. (2)
Consequently, the roughness enhances (yYo 901) or decreases
(yY 4 901) the wettability of a solid surface, which means the
roughness amplifies the surface wettability. For intrinsically
non-wettable solids, the attraction of the liquid to the solid is
much lower than to wettable one. Hence, the surface tension
may dominate the three-phase system, which forces the liquid
to form a droplet. Thus, the liquid no longer conforms to the
solid surface but rests on top of the asperities instead, while air
pockets are simultaneously formed underneath the liquid.81
This heterogeneous wetting state is referred to as Cassie or fakir
state.82 The apparent Cassie–Baxter contact angle, yCB, for a
flat-topped surface can be calculated by:83
cos yCB = rf fs cos y
Y + fs  1, (3)
in which fs is the fraction of the projected area of the solid
surface that is wetted by the liquid, and rf is the roughness ratio
of the wetted area.
In dynamic contact angle goniometry on a rough solid
surface, the moving three-phase contact line may pinned at
the surface features leading to a deformation of the droplet and
a variety of apparent contact angles, Dyapp, and, thus, liquid
droplets are often not in thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e., the
global energy minimum corresponding to eqn (1) to (3)). They
are in metastable states that can be analyzed by terms of the
Gibbs energy.84 The lowest feasible contact angle is referred to
as receding contact angle, yappr , and the highest obtained
contact angle is referred to as advancing contact angle, yappa .
The diﬀerence between both angles is defined as contact angle
hysteresis, Dyapp. Note that this behavior can be found also for
perfectly smooth surfaces due to inhomogeneity of the surface
chemistry or due to attractive forces between the liquid and the
solid phase.
In summary, two models have been elaborated to evaluate
the behavior of a droplet on a rough surface: in the Cassie state,
liquids can be sustained at the top of asperities, and air is
trapped inside the grooves of a rough surface underneath the
liquid resulting in a minimal solid–liquid contact area. In the
Wenzel state, liquids can penetrate grooves and wet an entire
rough surface characterized by a maximal solid–liquid contact
area. Calculations of the global minimum in Gibbs energy
predicts which of these two states is energetically favorable for a
given system, depending on the surface geometry, topography and
local wettability.83,85 Furthermore, the way (deposition, immersion,
or vapor condensation) in which the liquid is brought into contact
with the solid surface is important.84 However, the Cassie state is
only metastable and can be transferred to the Wenzel state by
means of external energy that leads to the displacement of the
entrapped air. Geometric parameters of rough surfaces have been
discussed to influence the energy barrier that must be overcome for
complete wetting (see Section 4).
2.1. Omniphobicity
Based on intensive research on pillar structures with straight
sidewalls conducted over the last decades, it was proposed that
essentially low-surface-energy coatings based on fluoro- or
hydrocarbons are required to achieve the Cassie state (as a
pre-requisite for superhydrophobicity), i.e., an intrinsic hydro-
phobicity of the material coming into contact with the aqueous
phase. For liquids with much lower surface tension than water,
such as alkanes or polar and non-polar solvents, no material is
known that is non-wettable showing intrinsic contact angles
higher than 901. Already in 1997 however, the first water and oil
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repellent surface, commonly referred to as an omni- or amphiphobic
surface, was reported by Tsujii et al.86 The authors experimentally
obtained a Cassie state of several liquids such as alkanes, esters
and aromatic hydrocarbons with surface tensions ranging
between 20 and 40 mN m1, although yY on the highly
fluorinated surface was below 901. In 2000, Herminghaus
suggested a theoretical strategy for maintaining the Cassie
state in intrinsically wettable materials by the implementation
of surface features exhibiting overhangs, which inhibit liquid
penetration into the grooves of the surface via capillarity.87
These findings clearly demonstrated that in order to obtain
omniphobic surfaces the geometry, particularly the vertical
structure, of the surface features plays a key role, whereas the
surface chemistry has only a diminished eﬀect. We will stress
this argument in Section 4, where we discuss the robustness of
the Cassie state depending on the intrinsic wettability of the
surface, which directly corresponds to the surface chemistry.
However, the minor role of the chemistry with regard to
wettability paves the way in separating intrinsic wettability
from surface morphology. This point of view is contrary to
the traditional approach although it has high potential for
novel routes to integrate functional groups that may help
develop or optimize smart surfaces and novel applications.
Thermodynamic analysis could confirm that surface
features with overhanging cross-sectional profiles can maintain
a heterogeneous state even for yY o 901.85,88,89 In addition,
several experimental studies support the geometrical concept of
re-entrant structures or surface features exhibiting overhangs, and
numerous rough surfaces such as porous metal surfaces,86,90,91
certain polymers92,93 or oxide-based68,94 structures, fiber mats and
fabrics,95,96 pillar structures,56,97–99 or hierarchical structures100
could be engineered and characterized. Recent reviews focus
on the design, preparation, characterization and application of
omniphobic surfaces.48,63,93,101,102
However, omniphobicity in natural surfaces is rare, but some
attention should be drawn to springtails (Collembola) (Fig. 3).
The cuticle of these animals exhibits omniphobicity that enables
the formation of a stable Cassie state upon immersion into water
(Fig. 3B) and even into many low-surface-tension liquids such as
alkanes or polar and non-polar solvents (Fig. 3C).103,104 In
addition, it was found that these plastrons show a high resistance
to collapse even at elevated hydrostatic pressures.103–105 This
exceptional wetting resistance is based on the hierarchically
aligned micro and nanostructures of the skin surface, as detailed
in Section 3. Other examples in nature showing omniphobicity
include Bacillus subtilis biofilm colonies and brochosomes
covering the integuments of leafhoppers such as Alnetoidia
alneti, Athysanus argentarius, and Cicadella viridis.106,107 Epstein
et al. found that the biofilm colonies and pellicles of B. subtilis
are non-wetting even up to 80% ethanol and discussed their
biocide resistance (Fig. 4A and B).106 Rakitov and Gorb reported
that nanoscopic protein-based particles, so called brochosomes,
are non-wettable for both high-surface-tension liquids and low-
surface-tension liquids due to their re-entrant structure.107 They
discussed that the non-wettability of these particles protect them
from contaminations or getting trapped into liquid exudates
produced by leafhoppers as a consequence of their feeding on
plant sap.
Recently, Wong et al. reported on omniphobic surfaces
inspired by Nepenthes pitcher plants.108 Here, the concept is
diﬀerent from the above discussed examples, because the wetting
behavior is mainly determined by a fluorinated fluid lubricant
(instead of entrapped air) that is immobilized on a micropatterned
substrate. The lubricant makes the surface slippery and has the
ability to recover upon damage.109 Slippery liquid-infused surfaces
Fig. 3 Omniphobicity of springtails (Collembola). (A) Springtail colony of O. stachianus. (B and C) Plastron surrounding the entire animal upon
immersion into (B) water and (C) olive oil. Scale bars: 1 mm. Adapted with permission from Hensel et al.,104 Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
Fig. 4 Omniphobicity of biofilm colonies. (A) Bacillus subtilis biofilm
colonies. Insert shows SEM micrograph of the biofilm topography. Scale
bar: 100 mm. (B) 50% ethanol–water solution deposited on the biofilm.
Reprinted with permission from Epstein et al.106
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(SLIPS) are, furthermore, robust against high pressures, resist
bacterial biofouling110 and ice adhesion111 (for review see
Wong et al.17).
3. Springtails and their cuticle
characteristics
Recently, a conceptually novel approach to create water and oil
repellent surfaces – inspired by the springtail cuticle – was
developed that may provide strategies to design and fabricate more
robust surfaces in comparison to lotus leaf-inspired surfaces.
Springtails (Collembola) are small (0.1–9 mm), primarily
wingless, six-legged animals (hexapods) with more than 8000
species.112–114 The name springtail is derived from a ventral,
forked appendage, the furca, which enables the animals to
jump and escape predators. The external and internal systematics
of Collembola are still in discussion, but recent phylogenetic
analyses indicated that Collembolamost probably represent a sister
clade to Insecta within the subphylum Hexapoda (Entognatha:
Collembola).115,116 For the first time, springtails appear in the fossil
record within the early Devonian about 400million years ago.117–119
Today, they colonize several soil habitats, but also inhabit water
surfaces of lakes, marshes or littoral zones, plants, including tree
canopies, and other often extreme habitats such as deserts, caves,
the Artic, and the Antarctic, where they evolved sophisticated
strategies to adapt to these extreme conditions.120–125 Thus,
springtails are assumed to be the most widespread and abundant
arthropods on Earth. Within the community of soil-dwelling
animals, they form an integral part of the food web and decompose
organic materials into inorganic forms by grazing microorganisms
such as bacteria, fungi, or algae.126,127
3.1. Wetting characteristics
Diﬀering from insects, which breathe using tubes called trachea,
most springtail species take up oxygen by cutaneous respira-
tion (except Symphypleona, which developed simple tracheal
systems).128,129 This means that the gas exchange, which is
driven by diﬀusion, occurs through the cuticle over the entire
body surface. To maintain the cutaneous respiration, the cuticle
surface needs to be kept dry, clean, and has to be mechanically
robust; otherwise the gas transfer rate would be substantially
aﬀected leading ultimately to suﬀocation.103,130 To avoid wetting,
most springtails exhibit a superhydrophobic surface (Fig. 5) main-
taining a stable Cassie state upon contact with water. This leads to
the formation of a protective air layer upon immersion, the plastron,
forming a gas reservoir that enables regular gaseous exchange
under water (Fig. 3B and C).34,103,131,132 Recently, Gundersen et al.
Fig. 5 Wetting characteristics of the collembolan cuticle. (A) Results of dynamic contact angle goniometry for several species with absence and
presence of secondary granules (SG): advancing (yappa ) and receding (y
app
r ) contact angles and determined contact angle hysteresis y
app. (B) Droplets of
polar high surface tension liquid (water) and nonpolar low surface tension liquid (hexadecane) deposited dorsally on collembolan cuticle. (C) Results of
immersion tests of three diﬀerent species in polar and non-polar liquids. (A) Reproduced from Gundersen et al.131 and (C) reproduced from Helbig
et al.103 both under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0. Full terms at http://www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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reported that the littoral Collembola Cryptopygus clavatus lives
submerged in summer and respires through direct gaseous
exchange with water lacking any support of a plastron. This
strategy is also found in other arthropods, eggs and larvae of
which in particular seem to benefit from circumventing the
buoyant forces of a plastron that would lift the animals to the
surface.133 Interestingly, C. clavatus is able to adapt to winter
conditions, when it lives on dry land, by changing the wetting
characteristics to a pronounced repellent cuticle surface that
subsequently enables plastron formation upon immersion.
The superhydrophobicity of the collembolan cuticle leads to
a passive drift when floating on a water surface or displacement
by wind. This passive drift is assumed to distribute springtails
along the water flow or on water surfaces and represents a
possibility for a variety of species to disperse over long dis-
tances and even initiate the colonization of new islands.134,135
Some species that commonly live in aquatic habitats such as
Anurida maritima or Podura aquatica exhibit the capability not
only to float passively, but also to walk actively on water surfaces
by meniscus climbing or leaping using the furca and the water
surface as a drop zone (Fig. 6).136,137 It was found, therefore, that
the cuticle is not uniform in its wetting properties.138,139 The cuticle
covering the ventral tube and the claws on the tips of the limbs are
examples of readily wettable body regions and both support the
animal’s locomotion.27,28,138
The repellence of aqueous media evolved by the collembolan
cuticle has been known for more than a century.140,141 How-
ever, the remarkable wetting resistance of the skin surfaces
even against wetting by a variety of low-surface-tension liquids
such as non-polar alkanes or polar solvents (e.g., ethyl alcohol
or acetone) was only recently demonstrated by immersion test
and visibly proven by the formation of plastrons (Fig. 5C).103
It is presumed that these findings reflect the adaptation to
habitats where water is contaminated with surface-active sub-
stances originating from decaying organic matter.142
3.2. Structure of the collembolan cuticle
In the 1960s and 1970s, optical and electronmicroscopy revealed the
hierarchically arranged and highly textured springtail cuticle.143–145
The unique ornamentation typically consists of nanoscaled primary
granules (minor tubercles) and interconnecting ridges; together
forming nanocavities that are arranged in a rhombic or hexagonal
comb-like pattern, which covers the entire body (Fig. 7). Several
studies showed that the nanoscopic comb structures are rather
similar, reflected in the diameter of the cavities between
0.3 and 1 mm.130,131 In addition, the comb structure exhibits
characteristic overhangs in a cross-sectional view.103,146 At the
microscopic scale, some species that live primarily in soil
possess papillose secondary granules (major tubercles) that
are completely decorated by the comb structure. It is presumed
that this undulating landscape mechanically protects the integ-
rity of the nanostructures by reducing the contact area between
cuticle surface and the surrounding soil particles.130,145 Thin
bristles (setae) or scales form the tertiary structure complete the
hierarchical assembly of the collembolan cuticle. Their degree
of coverage also depends on the habitat and is quite sparse for
soil-dwelling springtails.147,148 In summary, the occurrence of
the secondary granules and the bristles or scales as tertiary
structures show a high diversity and clear ecological and
taxonomic dependency, thus contrasting the uniformity of the
nanoscopic comb structure.112,130,131,144,148,149
3.3. Chemistry of the collembolan cuticle
In the normal direction to the surface, the collembolan cuticle
exhibits a layered structure commonly observed for arthro-
pods.143,147,150,151 Recently, a chemical analysis of Tetrodonto-
phora bielanensis cuticles collected after molting supported
these observations, but furthermore revealed the chemical
components of the vertically layered structure, namely (from
the inside to the outside), a chitin-rich lamellar procuticle
covered by a protein-rich epicuticle (i.e., the comb forming
structure) and an outermost lipid-rich layer forming an envelope
a few nm in thickness (Fig. 8).152 The wax-like surface coating
had already been indirectly proven about 50 years ago by Noble-
Nesbitt138 using chloroform extraction and by Ghiradella &
Radigan147 using lanthanum staining. Both studies concluded
that this layer helps to ensure hydrophobicity under wet condi-
tions and to prevent desiccation under arid conditions. Although
such a thin lipid layer would enable gaseous exchange, it hardly
protects against transpiration and desiccation.149 Recently, a
study combining time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
(TOF-SIMS), thin layer chromatography (TLC) and gas chroma-
tography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) revealed a mixture of lipids
such as fatty acids, steroids and terpenes.152 This composition
may vary between diﬀerent species and also seasonally, enabling
temporary adaption to varying habitat conditions, as recently
supposed for C. clavatus.133 In addition, fatty acids and terpenes
are suggested to aﬀord the non-fouling characteristics of the
cuticle surface due to their intrinsic antibacterial eﬀect.153–155
Fig. 6 Active locomotion on water surfaces: (A and B) Meniscus-climbing
as a strategy for (C) colony formation of Anurida maritime and (D) leaping
by Podura aquatica. (A–C) reprinted from Bush et al.,28 with permission
from Elsevier; (D) reprinted from Hu et al.137 with permission from Springer.
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In a first qualitative approach, T. bielanensis was exposed to
Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Candida albicans
representing Gram-positive bacteria, Gram-negative bacteria,
and fungi, respectively, for four days each under standard
culture conditions without observing any significant deposi-
tion.103 Likewise, terpenes are known as defence substances of
plants and insects and may therefore serve as a protection of
the cuticular surface against microbial attack.156 Furthermore,
several studies prove that the lipid layer is not covalently bound
to the epicuticule as it could be extracted by solvents or
mechanically removed by shaking animals in dust particles.138,152,157
Lipids rather continuously migrate towards the surface,
where they permanently recover the coating. Likewise, it is
conceivable that the lipid film forms a continuously reproduced
sacrificial layer to avoid microbial colonization; a hypothesis,
however, that needs further investigation. A complete recovery
of the whole cuticle occurs during moulting as a result of
growth.158,159
Fig. 7 Hierarchically assembled collembolan cuticle that combines bristles, papillose secondary granules (SG) and a unique nanoscopic comb pattern:
(A) The rhombic comb pattern of Tetrodontophora bielanensis or (B) the hexagonal comb pattern of Orthonychiurus stachianus. Reproduced from
Helbig et al.103 under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0. Full terms at http://www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
Fig. 8 Chemical model of the multilayered collembolan cuticle of T. bielanensis. Reprinted from Nickerl et al.,152 with permission from The Royal
Society.
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The recent chemical analysis of Nickerl et al. further
revealed that the primary granules and interconnecting ridges,
together forming the epicuticule or cuticulin layer,143,152,160 are
mainly composed of proteins with high amounts of glycine,
tyrosine and serine. The composition of the amino acids, which
was analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC), resembled that of known structural proteins such as
fibroin, collagen or resilin161–163 that often combine stiffness
and toughness.164 The durability of these epicuticular structures
was further demonstrated by sand blast experiments and
showed a much higher resistance compared to the wax crystals
of superhydrophobic plant surfaces.103 A rational conclusion is
that the durability of patterned collembolan cuticle in with-
standing wear and friction in soil habitats results from protein
structures. However, a detailed mechanical analysis of the comb
structure and, in particular, the role of the secondary granules,
which seems to be essential to avoid damage by soil particles, is
still lacking.
3.4. Replication of epicuticular surface morphology
In order to distinguish between eﬀects of surface chemistry in
comparison to surface morphology and, furthermore, to resolve
the impact of the individual structural elements on water and oil
repellency of the collembolan cuticle, Hensel et al. developed an
adaptive replication process that is illustrated in Fig. 9A.105
Perfluoropolyether dimethacrylate (PFPEdma) was used as
elastomeric mold material that primarily ensures high accuracy
of the finally replicated polymer structures.165 Hensel et al.
produced polymer skin replicas of similar chemical bulk com-
position, but with distinctive surface morphologies regarding
the presence of the nanoscopic granules and surface chemis-
tries. The contact angle data (Fig. 9B) showed a clear correlation
with the particular surface morphologies: polymer replica
surfaces containing nanoscopic primary granules revealed
contact angles considerably higher than 901, with values up
to 1501 for water and hexadecane (as an oily liquid), reflecting
an omniphobic wetting performance irrespective of the polymer
surface chemistry. In contrast, the polymer replicas without the
nanoscopic primary granules of the springtail skin were completely
soaked by both test liquids resulting in macroscopic contact angles
close to 01. Teflon-AF-coating of the latter replicas aﬀorded water
repellence but were completely soaked by hexadecane. These
results provided new insights into the structural and chemical
origin of the wetting resistance of springtail skins. Contact angle
goniometry of a series of imprinted polymer replicas clearly
identified the nanoscopic primary granules of the cuticle to be
essential in liquid repellence. This study could prove the sugges-
tions of Helbig et al. that the overhangs of the nanoscopic granules
Fig. 9 Cuticle replication process and the contact angle measurements. (A) Schematic illustration of the sample preparation via replication of
T. bielanensis in which two routes are feasible albeit distinctive regarding the absence or presence of nanoscopic morphology (PG = primary granules)
(B) results of the static contact angles using droplets of water (black bars) and hexadecane (white bars). Adapted from Hensel et al.105 under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0. Full terms at http://www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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visible in cross sections provoke an energy barrier to be over-
come by the advancing liquid phase, even one with a low surface
tension.103
4. Robustness of liquid-repelling
surfaces
In view of the numerous applications and products relying on
liquid-repelling surfaces, which are essentially depending on
the persistence of the Cassie state, a detailed understanding of
the durability of those nano- and micropatterned surface is
crucial. The durability critically depends on the robustness that
includes both the resistance against complete wetting and
the mechanical stability of the surface features. Hence, when
designing omniphobic surfaces these aspects must be taken
into account as much as the ability to repel various liquids
itself. To identify the best shape fulfilling all these require-
ments, optimization procedures are inevitably needed resulting
in merit functions or design maps.64 For example, Cavalli et al.
proposed a numerically based procedure to adjust the contact
area between the top of the surface features and the applied
liquid, i.e., area wetted by the liquid, by taking high apparent
contact angles and a high pressure resistance against depinning
of the three-phase contact line into account (see below).65
Interestingly, they found that surface features showing branched
interfacial areas perform best and matching the shape of many
naturally assembled wax crystals on superhydrophobic leaves of
plants. In addition, the authors implemented a filter into their
numerical model to obtain only geometries that are feasible to
fabricate using optical lithography. Note that further require-
ments such as optical properties, mechanical stability, resistance
against biofouling, and so on need to be considered in certain
applications. Those multi-functional surfaces then probably
result in completely diﬀerent shapes for optimized surface
features and reflect a balanced compromise to keep all required
functions. In the following two sections, we will summarize the
main concepts to obtain durable, liquid-repelling surfaces by
focusing on the most robust designs protecting surfaces against
complete wetting and mechanical loads.
4.1. Cassie–Wenzel wetting transition
By definition, the wetting transition is an abrupt change in the
wetting properties of a droplet on flat or rough solid surfaces or
in binary liquid mixtures either spontaneously or induced by
external stimuli.166,167 Surface roughness has been shown to
aﬀect macroscopic surface wetting properties significantly
because two diﬀerent wetting regimes, namely the Cassie and
the Wenzel state can coexist, while the Cassie state is meta-
stable and can be transferred to the Wenzel state.82,168 To
induce the wetting transition from the Cassie to the Wenzel
state, an energetic barrier has to be overcome (Fig. 10).169–171
The barrier can be achieved by the intrinsic energy of the
droplets itself or by external triggers. In nature, the liquid-
repellent cuticular surfaces of plants and animals mainly have
to resist the kinetic energy of impacting rain droplets that
exhibit an inner hydrostatic pressure in the range from 104 to
105 Pa or droplet formation from condensation at high relative
humidity.172–175 Furthermore, droplets that are not repelled,
but stuck onto the surface, continuously enhance their inner
pressure due to evaporation accompanied by shrinkage of the
droplet size.176 On the other hand, the transition can be
externally enforced by the compression of the liquid in which
the hydrostatic pressure is elevated, for instance, with increasing
depth upon complete immersion.103,105
In determining the wetting transition barrier, two comple-
mentary concepts have been developed.167,177 In the energetic
approach, the Gibbs energy curve for a droplet on a real surface
is taken into account, where it was shown that the Wenzel state
is energetically favorable in comparison to the Cassie state
(Fig. 11). This approach allows calculating the energetic barrier
to overcome this transition, however, numerical simulations
Fig. 10 Millimetric water droplets deposited on a superhydrophobic
substrate. The light passes below the left droplet indicating the Cassie
state, while the right droplet after transition wets the surface in the Wenzel
state. Reproduced from Callies and Que´re´.198
Fig. 11 Schematic representation of the Gibb’s energy curve for a sessile
droplet on a micropatterned surface. The global energy minimum corre-
sponds to the stable Wenzel state while the local minimum corresponds to
the metastable Cassie state. W1 and W2 are the energetic barriers for
Wenzel-to-Cassie and Cassie-to-Wenzel transition, respectively. Reprinted
from Bormashenko,171 with permission from Elsevier.
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are often required when the surface features exhibit a complex
shape.178–180 The concept of critical pressure is based on
Laplace’s law that takes the pressure difference, Dp, across a
curved fluid interface into account:
Dp = 2gk, (4)
where k is the fluid interface curvature. Thus, an elevated hydrostatic
pressure has an influence on the curvature of a fluid interface that,
for example, leads to a local sagging of the interface between
adjacent surface features. In turn, a sagging fluid front can induce
a wetting transition by two diﬀerent scenarios: the sagging results in
a contact of the fluid front with the bottom of the substrate while the
position of the three-phase contact line remains unchanged
(Fig. 12A). Alternatively, the sagging enforces the propagation of
the fluid front along the sidewall upon depinning of the three-phase
contact line (Fig. 12B). The two diﬀerent transition scenarios can be
controlled, for example, by the height of the surface features.181 The
depinning scenario, which is also referred to as the canthotaxis
eﬀect, can be theoretically described by the Gibb’s criterion that
expresses a continuous variation of the actual contact angle, y*, at a
certain position of the three-phase contact line within the range of:
yY r y* r yY + (p + C), (5)
whereC represents the geometrical edge angle. Note that for an
advancing liquid front, the Young’s contact angle in eqn (5)
should be replaced by the advancing contact angle, ya. The critical
pressure diﬀerence, pbreak, that induces the breakthrough scenario
can then be determined using eqn (1), (4) and (5):
Dpbreak ¼
2g sin yY þC 
x
; (6)
where x is the distance between the three-phase contact line and
the symmetry center of two adjacent asperities with a similar shape
(Fig. 13). Thus, the breakthrough scenario induced by depinning
(Fig. 13B) depends on the surface tension of the applied liquid, the
air pressure inside the cavity, the wettability of the material, and
topographical parameters of the surface such as the geometrical
edge angle, and the distance between adjacent asperities. On
closer inspection, eqn (6) includes the geometrical concept of
overhanging structures, i.e., C4  p
2
. Thus, overhangs are
required to establish a pressure barrier when the intrinsic contact
angle is lower than 901, i.e., common for low-surface-tension
liquids even on solid substrates with low surface energy or for
water on hydrophilic materials.56,98 It was found that eqn (6)
can be further reduced to:104
Dpbreak ¼ 2g
x
; when yY4
p
2
C: (7)
Here, the critical pressure diﬀerence only depends on the
surface tension of the applied liquid and the distance between
adjacent asperities and, hence, is irrespective of the intrinsic
wettability of the material (Fig. 13C). In general, the geo-
metrical edge angle may vary along the sidewall of the asperity,
but is then represented by the slope, which is the arctangent of
the first derivative of a known sidewall function (C := tan1 f 0(x)).
This relationship also allows estimating the breakthrough
pressure for more complex geometries, such as the character-
istic mushroom-shaped cross-sections of the primary granules
found on springtails (Fig. 14A).104,146 Inspired by these sur-
faces, serif T structures exhibiting C ¼ p
2
were introduced that
fulfill the condition of eqn (7) even for completely wettable
surfaces where yY E 01. Recently, Liu and Kim could experi-
mentally prove this serif T structure concept and reported on
the repellence of alkanes and even fluorinated hydrocarbons
with surface tensions down to 10 mNm1 on non-treated silicon
oxide surfaces patterned that way (Fig. 14B).182 Conclusively, the
springtail-inspired abstraction of a mushroom-shaped profile
into serif T structures revealed a pressure barrier irrespective of
Fig. 12 Enforced transition mechanism from Cassie to Wenzel state that
critically depend on the height, H, of the surface features. (A) The sagged
fluid interface touches the bottom of the substrate. (B) The three-phase
contact line advances along the cavity sidewalls upon depinning.
Fig. 13 Illustration of two distinctive pressure-induced wetting transition
phenomena that can occur on overhanging structures depending on
the relationship of intrinsic contact angle, yY, and the geometrical edge
angle, C. (A) Liquid phase sustained atop a circular cavity with the radius, x.
In both phenomena considered, the liquid-air interface sags into the cavity
due to continuously increasing hydrostatic pressure, ph, whereas the air
pressure, p0, is kept constant. (B) Depinning of the three-phase contact
line when the actual contact angle, y*, of the sagging liquid-air interface
becomes yY + (p +C) (cf. eqn (5)). (C) The critical pressure diﬀerence in the
Laplace breakthrough phenomenon is achieved when the sagging liquid-
air interface forms a semi-circular profile that corresponds to the minimal
curvature radius, Rmin, which corresponds to the maximal Laplace pressure
across the interface. Adapted with permission from Hensel et al.,104 Copy-
right 2013, American Chemical Society.
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the surface chemistry, which may pave the way for a free choice
of surface modifications without aﬀecting the wetting resistance.
However, the proposed concept is valid only for ‘‘ideal’’ liquids
on ‘‘ideal’’ substrates and does not cover liquid penetration into
the cavities by swelling, intercalating, or creeping of the liquid
with the solid material.183 Furthermore, liquids containing
surfactants, proteins, sugars or other organic and inorganic
compounds may behave in a diﬀerent manner due to adsorption
processes or chemical reactions at the three-phase contact line
that may vary the nature of the surface.184,185
To observe the Cassie–Wenzel wetting transition experimentally,
various approaches have recently been developed. In particular,
methods allowing for in situ observation of the wetting transition by
interference microscopy, laser scanning confocal microscopy, syn-
chrotron X-ray radiography and high-frequency acoustic methods
were used to access its dynamics.146,176,186–192 These methods
permit the observation of interface deformations and propagation
of the liquid front (Fig. 15). The studies revealed that the transition
typically consists of the impalement, i.e., the propagation of the
three-phase contact line along the sidewall of the surface features
and the contact of the sagging fluid front with the bottom of the
substrate. Papadopoulos et al. found that, in their experiments, the
time for the impalement corresponded to a continuously increasing
hydrostatic pressure related to the evaporation rate of the deposited
droplet. On the other hand, the fluid front spontaneously wetted
the whole substrate within less than a second when touching the
bottom of the substrate(Fig. 15A and B).176 Hensel et al. found
that the impalement can be slowed down by inner constrictions
inside the cavities, such as overhangs, and demonstrated that the
transition barrier can be tuned by varying the sidewall profiles.146
Lv et al. showed that impurities or non-regular shaped surface
features can induce an asymmetrical propagation, which reduces
the transition barrier (Fig. 15C).193
Natural liquid-repelling surfaces are typically hierarchically
organized, i.e., a nanoscopic structure overlaying a microstructure
(Fig. 7). When the microstructure exhibits a sinusoidal or box-
shaped profile, the distance between adjacent nanostructures is
much smaller than the distance between adjacentmicrostructures
(Fig. 16). Thus, the pressure resistance for penetrating the micro-
structures is smaller than for the nanostructures (cf. eqn (6)).
Hensel et al. demonstrated that the liquid front penetrated the
microscopic groove between adjacent, nanoscopic patterned
surface features without soaking the nanocavities between
adjacent nanostructures (Fig. 16A).105 The propagation of the
Fig. 14 Springtail-inspired geometrical models for serif T structures.
(A) Model and micrograph of cross-section through the collembolan
cuticle of O. stachianus. (B) Model and micrographs of fabricated surfaces.
Adapted with permission from Hensel et al.,104 Copyright 2013, American
Chemical Society. Right-hand part of (B) reprinted with permission from
Liu and Kim,182 with permission from AAAS. Fig. 15 In situ observation of the Cassie–Wenzel transition using laser
scanning confocal microscopy. (A) Three-dimensional image of a fluores-
cently labeled water drop on an array of SU-8 pillars (B) The same droplet
after the collapse of the Cassie state. (C) Symmetric (a–d) and asymmetric
(e–h) collapse shown in side-view line scans and corresponding top views.
(A and B) reprinted with permission from Papadopoulos et al.176
(C) reprinted with permission from Lv et al.,193 Copyright (2014) American
Chemical Society.
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liquid front occurred in discrete slip-stick steps that result from
pinning and sag-transition phenomena. Several experimental
studies found a similar characteristic. Interestingly, the first
transition step is reversible, which induces the propagation of
the fluid front into the microscopic grooves while air remained
trapped inside the nanocavities, (Fig. 16B).105,194
The dynamics of the wetting transition are still not completely
understood: a critical dependence on the shape, material and
arrangement of the surface features exists. In addition, the rate of
increasing the hydrostatic pressure depends on the experimental
setup and varies between very low rates when driven by evapora-
tion of a sessile droplet (typical rate is in the range of Pa s1), and
very high rates when falling droplets impact the surface (here the
pressure increases to its maximum value within milliseconds).
Moreover, Bormashenko et al. reported that not only vertical but
also lateral depinning of the three-phase contact line can induce a
wetting transition.195 Semprebon et al. demonstrated that the
lateral expansion of the liquid front across the surface upon
touching the bottom of the substrate strongly depends on the
pillar geometries and density.196 Butt et al. further introduced a
transition scenario based on material transport instead of
capillarity eﬀects. Here, volatile liquids fill up the grooves of the
rough substrate through continuous evaporation and condensation
processes, particularly when the vapor cannot equilibrate with the
surroundings, such as, upon complete immersion.62,197
4.2. Mechanical robustness
Mechanical robustness still remains amajor challenge in fabricating
liquid-repellent surfaces. Often the repellence vanishes after a
certain time period due to the inherent fragility of the nano and
microstructures. In particular, the breakage of the surface
features from the substrates under shear loads or a continuous
degradation of the surface features due to wear results in a
diﬀerent surface topography that may not uphold the original
wetting characteristics. In addition, the removal of surface coatings,
induced by wear or exposure to corrosive agents, may lead to a
failure in repellence. To obtain omniphobic surfaces, pillar-based
surface features exhibiting mushroom-shaped cross-sections
were recently introduced.97 Such structures intrinsically possess
a predetermined breaking point at the tapered, overhanging part
Fig. 16 Cassie–Wenzel transition on hierarchically assembled surfaces. (A) Numerical finite element method simulations showing the dynamics of the
Cassie–Wenzel transition. On the left, a schematic representation of a sectional view of a hierarchically assembled surface, inspired by springtails. On the
right, numerical results are presented by snap shots from left to right that display the advancing liquid front (blue) displacing the plastron (white) inside
certain complex shaped solid phase fields (black). Both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces were considered. (B) Wetting states and transitions on
surfaces with two-level topography. Both the micro-Cassie and the nano-Cassie state can be visualized by optical microscopy upon complete
immersion of the surface. (A) Adapted from Hensel et al.105 under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0. Full terms at http://www.creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/. (B) Reprinted with permission from Verho et al.194
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of the pillar that further decreases the shear resistance and,
therefore, may dramatically shorten the life time of those
surfaces (Fig. 17).
Diﬀerent approaches have been elaborated to improve the
durability of liquid-repellent surfaces in general. Obviously,
harder materials such as metals or ceramics might replace soft
materials such as polymers. Due to the greater hardness, structures
could exhibit a better resistance against wearing; however, the
shear resistance may remain unchanged or even worse than for
flexible soft materials due to the loss of compliance. Very
recently, Elliot et al. proposed an attractive approach dealing
with composite materials.199 They assumed that a soft polymer
shell coating covering the inner inorganic phase could enhance
the flexibility of the nanostructure and aﬀord better mechanical
stability. Besides the choice of materials, the shape of the pillar
structures can be tuned. A reduced height, for instance,
decreases the bending momentum under shear stress. How-
ever, the predetermined breaking point of omniphobic surfaces
due to the overhang usually cannot be suppressed.61 To over-
come this limitation mechanically, self-supporting networks
such as interpenetrating fibrous structures,200 close-packed
assemblies of colloidal particles,68 woven fabrics95 or even the
comb structure found on springtails (Fig. 7), in which adjacent
surface features are interconnected, appear promising due to a
better shear load dissipation than that of individual pillars.
Hensel et al. proved the concept by fabricating polymermembranes
that resisted higher shear loads when manufactured as pillar
structures.197 The proposed concept may have a negative impact
on the capability to repel liquids due to a proportionally larger
area that is wetted by the liquid than on pillar surfaces; however,
a hierarchical assembly of the self-supporting networks onto
undulated surfaces might have the potential to overcome this
drawback.
A completely diﬀerent approach to resisting wear is the
permanent renewal of the surface including structures and
coatings. Nature accomplishes this through continuous growth
and several self-healing capabilities. For example, most plants
segregate lipid compounds such as waxes by diﬀusion to the
cuticular surfaces where they crystallize and replace damaged
surface features.201 In contrast, hemimetabolic insects renew
the whole cuticle by molting several times during their life
cycle. In artificial systems, the main concept of self-healing,
liquid-repellent surfaces are based on the encapsulation of
hydrophobic agents into pores of the surfaces. Upon damage,
these agents quickly migrate to the damaged surface and
recover it repellence.202 Jin et al. could transfer this principle
to omniphobic surfaces made of porous silica aerogels. Silica
nanoparticles loaded with silanols could replenished the new
surface upon local damage of the aerogel while the overhanging
geometry was preserved throughout the whole aerogel coating.203
However, making regularly patterned surfaces exhibiting self-healing
capabilities still needs further research.
5. Synthetic omniphobic surfaces and
their applications
The recently achieved insights into the fundamentals of omni-
phobicity inspired scientists to fabricate synthetic omniphobic
surfaces. Most of the applications were already tackled using
bio-inspired superhydrophobic surfaces; however, the geometrical
concept of designing omniphobic surfaces has the potential to
improve or even expand the areas of application.
Fig. 17 Mechanical stability to resist shear loads, F, of submicron pillar
structures. (A) Schematic illustration of increasing shear stress that has its
maximum value at the substrate when the pillar has a constant cross-
sectional area. Micrograph represents intact and pillars upon breakage.
Scale bar: 20 mm. (B) Schematic illustration of a peak stress at the tapered,
overhanging part of the pillar. Micrographs represent intact (left) and pillars
upon breakage (right). Scale bars: 4 mm. Adapted from Hensel.204
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5.1. Self-cleaning and easy-to-clean surfaces
Particularly inspired by the hierarchical structure of the lotus
leaf, several approaches for artificial self-cleaning surfaces have
been proposed over the last two decades. Dust particles can be
easily carried away by sliding water droplets due to their higher
aﬃnity to the water–air interface than to the rough solid surface.
However, low-surface-tension liquids such as oils or aqueousmedia
contaminated by surfactants are usually able to wet those surfaces
and diminish the self-cleaning capability. To overcome this
limitation, omniphobic surfaces play a crucial role. In particular,
super-omniphobic surfaces, which exhibit high contact angle
and low contact angle hysteresis for both water and oil, have
excellent self-cleaning capabilities. Back in 1997, the first
reported omniphobic surface exhibited high contact angles for
low-surface-tension liquids.86 More recently, Kim et al. reported
on self-cleaning using glycerin to remove aluminum hydroxide
particles adsorbed to an omniphobic silicon surface made by
chemical wet etching.205 Yuan and Jin reported on the fabrication
of self-assembled, hierarchical, silica nanowire-based surfaces
and demonstrated the cleaning capabilities by removing forcibly
formed dirt spots using water.206 Zhao and Law investigated the
anisotropic self-cleaning capabilities on grooved surfaces that
exhibit different wetting characteristics parallel and perpendicular
to the spatial orientation of the grooves.207 Thus, droplet advance-
ment carrying dust particles from the surface could be directed,
similar to the anisotropic wetting behavior of butterfly wings or
rice leaves.208,209
Besides removing dust particles, the prevention of fingerprints
on finger-touch controlled devices such as mobile phones or
tablet computers represents a current challenge in fabricating
omniphobic surfaces. Residual fingerprints reduce the gloss on
screens and therefore the perfect visual appearance. Further-
more, the residues can be misused to attack the devices by
reading-out the password.210 Recently, Siriviriyanun and Imae
proposed the utilization of oleic acid, the main component of a
fingerprint, to evaluate the anti-fingerprint characteristics.211
They could further demonstrate that a purely chemical surface
modification using self-assembled methyl terminated organo-
siloxane coatings provide higher contact angles for oleic acid in
comparison with untreated surfaces and, therefore, better anti-
fingerprint properties. Nowadays, a solely chemical surface
modification cannot prevent the deposition of fingerprints on
screen or glasses, but provide easy-to-clean surfaces that can be
cleaned by wiping with soft cloth.212 To further integrate true oil-
repellence in such devices, the future challenge comprises the
development of transparent, but also rough super-omniphobic
surfaces exhibiting cross-sectional profiles with overhangs in
combination with suﬃcient high mechanical durability.
5.2. Chemical shielding and non-fouling characteristics
The ability of omniphobic surfaces to repel various liquids can
protect devices against several chemicals such as Newtonian
and non-Newtonian liquids.213 Omniphobic coatings further-
more provide the ability to delay or to prevent corrosion of
metals such as copper, iron, or aluminum upon immersion
into concentrated acids or bases due to the reduced or hindered
contact of the corrosive media with the metal.213,214 For bio-
medical applications, such coatings can reduce the adsorption
of proteins or blood cells that may prevent the clogging of
synthetic materials coming into contact with human blood.
Paven et al. reported on the modification of macroporous
membranes with a super-omniphobic layer for a potential appli-
cation in carbon dioxide capture and heart-lung machines.215
The fractal-like network of fluorinated silica particles could
eﬃciently inhibit the adsorption of proteins even upon 24 h
exposure. The geometrical concept of omniphobic surfaces,
which often exhibit surface features in the sub-micron range,
has indeed high potential to control or even prevent the biofilm
formation that includes the settling and colonialization of
bacteria onto the surface. Hochbaum and Aizenberg demon-
strated the bacterial ordering and oriented attachment on the
single-cell level as induced by nanometer-scale periodic surface
features.216 However to control the overall biofilm formation
process, the adsorption of proteins is nonetheless essential as it
is typically the first step in biofilm formation and depends rather
on the surface chemistry.217
6. Conclusions and perspectives
Nature has evolved a number of liquid-repellent surfaces that
have inspired research towards synthetic surfaces with similar
characteristics. Many techniques to fabricate liquid-repellent
surfaces have been established;16,18,43,101,218 however, most of
them are limited to the laboratory and cannot be transferred to
industrial-scale manufacturing processes. The durability, which
is mainly restricted by the mechanical resistance, is a further
critical point in the implementation of omniphobic surfaces into
every day products. To overcome this problem, more research on
novel concepts of structural designs is required.
In this article, several examples of water and oil-repellent
natural surfaces were briefly summarized. Emphasis was put
on the cuticular structures found on springtails, which exhibit
omniphobic wetting characteristics to ensure survival in tem-
porarily rain-flooded soil habitats. A most striking feature of
collembolan cuticle is the hierarchically arranged and highly
textured surface that covers the entire body of the animal:
nanoscopic primary granules that are interconnected by ridges
and together form a unique comb structure. It was shown that
the presence of overhanging cross-sections allowed for omni-
phobicity. A high-pressure resistance against complete wetting
could be obtained by abstraction of the skin morphology into
serif T structures and miniaturization of the surface features,
irrespective of the surface chemistry. In addition, the hierarchically
assembled surface enables a reversible partial wetting because
nanoplastrons remain stuck inside the nanocavities, which
facilitates recovery of the dewetted state upon pressure
reduction. Transferring the springtail-inspired comb pattern
into polymer membranes with individual cavities enhanced the
mechanical stability compared with an array of single pillars
made of the same material. Accordingly, a broad spectrum of
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emerging applications may benefit, including products requiring
self-cleaning, anti-fingerprint, and anti-corrosion coatings and
the prevention of bio-fouling.
In particular, the fact that the surface chemistry does not
influence the resistance against complete wetting, when using
the appropriate structural design, permits the preparation of
omniphobic surfaces that, in turn, can be optimized by tailoring
the surface chemistry. Thus, synthetic liquid-repellent surfaces
are no longer restricted to fluorine-based coatings in accordance
with natural surfaces. Grafting to or grafting from the asperities
using selected agents may be utilized to comply with further
practical challenges such as anti-icing or optical properties.
Furthermore, attaching stimuli-responsive molecules to omni-
phobic surfaces can be expected to pave the way for additional
exciting advancements in switchable materials.
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